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Feel Better Daddy Nancy Loewen 2019-03-07 Daddy’s nose is red. His eyes are sleepy. How can we
make him feel better? Part of the Bright Start series, Feel Better, Daddy introduces and helps develop
the idea of empathy for children aged 1–3. A big pot of ‘soup’, a beautiful drawing, a snuggle – a girl
explores the different ways she can show empathy when her daddy is sick. With simple stories and
engaging illustrations, the Bright Start series of board books opens conversations about emotions and
mental well-being, providing you with the tools and language needed to develop and nurture emotional
intelligence in your child. Bright Start responds to recent research showing that emotional development
begins in infancy, when children first bond with their caregivers. Early development of emotional
intelligence helps children to form healthy and long-lasting relationships, builds the foundations for
stable mental health and lays the groundwork for academic achievement. Give your child a Bright Start
for a healthier and happier life.
I Love My Daddy Because-- Laurel Porter-Gaylord 2004 Endearing illustrations and simple phrases
combine in a board book that shows how animal fathers care for their babies with the same tender love
as human fathers do.
Let's Have a Daddy Day Karen Kingsbury 2010-04-27 “When you’re all grown up and you look back on
this day, you’ll know how much I loved you ‘cause we took the time to play.”A Daddy day? Why not!
What better way for a child to enjoy being with Daddy—and Dad to enjoy being with his little one?
These heartwarming rhymes by bestselling author Karen Kingsbury offer great ideas for children to
have simple, fun times with Daddy, and to come up with ideas of their own. Geared for kids and dads
alike, this endearingly illustrated book will become a cherished addition to the family library.
The Very Best Daddy of All Marion Dane Bauer 2015-04-21 From all of the daddies, tall or small,
mine is the best, the very best... Some animal daddies comfort their babies or hold them tight, or face
every danger for them. But the narrator of this loving picture book knows his daddy does all of that -and more -- for him. In this sweet companion to the New York Times best-selling My Mother Is Mine,
Marion Dane Bauer and Leslie Wu celebrate fathers. A Father's Day card is attached to the back of the
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book, but this is a book to share all year long. the very best daddy of all.
Do I Have a Daddy? Jeanne Warren Lindsay 1982 A single mother explains to her son that his daddy left
soon after he was born. Includes section with suggestions for answering the question, "Do I have a
daddy?"
Daddy, Am I Beautiful? Michelle S. Lazurek 2015-01-10 Leah loves to play dress-up, spending hours
donning her most beautiful princess gowns. But shes curious because whether shes dressed up or
covered in dirt, her father still calls her beautiful. How can that be? Through charming illustrations and
a delightful story, Daddy, Am I Beautiful? teaches girls to recognize and value beauty not only in how
they look but in acts of kindness, virtue, and love. God makes us beautiful from the inside out. Gods love
is what true beauty is all about. Our media-saturated society often paints an unrealistic picture of
beauty for
God Made Mommy Special Glenys Nellist 2018-03-13 From Glenys Nellist, the author who brought us
Love Letters from God and Snuggle Time Prayers, comes a new book about the special bond between a
mother and child. God Made Mommy Special is great for parents to read with their children, as the
sweet, rhyming text and adorable illustrations by Estelle Corke show how any mommy is special
through the eyes of a child and through the eyes of God. Whether it’s a mommy monkey who swings
from trees, or a mommy sparrow who cuddles her little one under her wing, this book shows readers all
mommies are special in their own way. With a padded cover, this cute and cuddly board book is perfect
for little ones and will provide endless amounts of enjoyment for both children and parents alike.
This Is My Daddy! Mies van Hout 2022-05-24 Renowned illustrator Mies van Hout delivers a funny and
affectionate picture book that celebrates fathers and the value of play. "Who is my Daddy?" asks a
prickly baby animal. Is it the porcupine? The dust bunny? Could it be the cactus? No! It's the father
hedgehog, of course, cuddling his baby to sleep. With This is My Daddy!, acclaimed author-illustrator
Mies van Hout gives young readers a fun and often funny challenge: correctly choose a baby animal's
father from among four candidates, rendered in striking portraits. The vibrant cast includes busy
beavers, slippery snails, roaming rhinos, and more. A clever twist on babies-and-parents books, This is
My Daddy! will mesmerize little ones with the details of its vivid artwork. Then, just when the
complacent reader has the pattern all figured out, story time wraps up with a side-splitting surprise. -"Publisher"
My Daddy and Me Jerry Spinelli 2013-05-29 This Father's Day show dad how much you care with this
gift-book celebrating the moments you share! I can't wait for my daddy to come home from work. There
are so many things to do! In a loving tribute to fathers and sons, Newbery Medalist Jerry Spinelli and
New Yorker artist Seymour Chwast join talents to celebrate the very best moment of the day: when
daddy comes home.
I Love My Daddy Sebastien Braun 2004-04-13 Sometimes daddies are loud and playful. Other times they
are quiet and compassionate. And they are always loving. Sebastien Braun's appealing text and
charming illustrations follow a day in the life of a bear and his bear cub in this celebration of the bond
between father and child.
Do I Have a Daddy? Jeanne Warren Lindsay 1991 A single mother explains to her son that his daddy
left soon after he was born. Includes section with suggestions for answering the question, "Do I have a
daddy?"
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My Daddy and I P. K. Hallinan 2002 A new boardbook from P.K. Hallinan, conveys the importance of
parents in a child`s life. Great new book for toddlers
My Daddy is a Giant Carl Norac 2005 A little boy's father seems so large to him that he needs a ladder
to cuddle him and birds nest in his father's hair.
What Daddy Did Neal Shusterman 1993 A fourteen-year-old living with his grandparents learns his
father is to be released from prison after killing his mother and feels apprehensive about renewing the
relationship. Based on true events.
Daddy, Papa, and Me Leslea Newman 2009 A baby makes paper airplanes, bakes a pie, and has a tea
party with his two loving fathers. On board pages.
If I Were Your Daddy, This Is What You'd Learn Julia Espey 2010-12 Collects anecdotes and words
of wisdom from thirty-five high-achieving fathers, providing an insider's look at the essentials of
fatherhood, including building self-esteem, and helping a child find a niche in life.
Daddy Danielle Steel 2009-02-25 Oliver Watson's world suddenly dissolves around him when Sarah, his
wife of eighteen years, returns to Harvard to get her master's degree. Oliver is left on his own, with
three children and a freedom he never wanted and doesn't completely understand. His family's needs
and demands suddenly consume his life. When Oliver's mother is diagnosed as having Alzheimer's
disease and dies soon thereafter, Oliver's father's life is changed as well. Braver than his son with less
of a future before him, George Watson, at seventy-two, quickly embraces new relationships and,
eventually, a new life. The sudden changes come as a shock to both father and son. Ben, Oliver's oldest
son, rejects his father and reaches outward, under the illusion that he is grown-up and can make it on
his own. Melissa, the middle child, blames Oliver for her mother's desertion. And Sam, the "baby," is too
shaken to deal with it at all. Now the only parent, Daddy must somehow cope this, his troubled family
and explore a world of new responsibilities, new women, and new experiences. Each of the three men
must start a new life: Oliver in New York and then in Los Angeles with his children; once he faces the
biggest change in his life; his widowed father with the woman next door; and seventeen-year-old Ben
with his girlfriend and baby. Nothing is as it was before... nothing is as they once thought it would be.
But in the end, different is better... different is more... for each of them—and especially for "Daddy."
Daddy is My Hero Dawn Richards 2013-04-25 My daddy looks quite normal, no different from the rest
... But my daddy is a HERO, the greatest dad, the best! A child plays dressing up with Dad, and together
they go on some amazing adventures. As if by magic, Dad becomes a cowboy and a knight, fights pirates
and flies a spaceship, all in the course of one special day together. This is a tender, touching tribute to
all the heroic dads out there!
Countdown 'Til Daddy Comes Home Kristin Ayyar 2013-04-02 Countdown 'til Daddy Comes Home is the
story of a young boy waiting for his daddy to come home from a trip. To make their separation easier,
his family creates rituals to stay connected and make the countdown fly by. Inspired by her experiences,
Kristin Ayyar shares how her family copes with the separations that are part of everyday life.
Daddy Will Always Love and Protect You Larry Hagner 2017-03-30 Daddy Will Always Love and
Protect You illustrates a father's love for his kids. There are so many books on the market that illustrate
the relationships between moms and kids, but very few for dads. Being a dad is one of the toughest yet
rewarding jobs in the world. Most of our kids don't clearly understand how much we love them, how
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much we think about them when we are not around, and how important they are to us. This book is a
short, funny, and powerful read for both dads and kids.
Daddy Calls Me Man Angela Johnson 2009-07-10 Inspired by his family experiences and his father's
paintings, a young boy creates four poems.
Say Daddy! Michael Shoulders 2013 When each family member reads a book to the new baby bear, they
each hope that their name will be the baby's first words, but at a family celebration everyone is happily
surprised by the baby's first word.
Why Don't I Have a Daddy? George Anne Clay 2008 As the little lion cub notices all different types of
families, he starts to question his own family. His family consists of his mother and him. The little cub
learns that while there is no daddy in his family, there is a donor lion who made his life possible.
Through his mother s love and nurturing, the lion cub understands how special he and his family are.
This book, winner of the Mom's Choice Silver Award for children's picture books, presents the basic
facts of anonymous donor conception in a simple but loving manner. By reading this story with a child
who was conceived through the help of an anonymous donor, the child will start learning about and
understanding his or her family and his or her origins, just as the lion cub does in the story. The
delightful illustrations of various animals and their families make the subject accessible to small
children. It is a book you can share with your child over the years, and with each reading your child will
gain more insight and appreciation for his or her family - for his or her own special story.
Two Dads Carolyn Robertson 2014-11-09 Having Two Dads is double the fun! Many families are
different. The family in this story has Two Dads. A beautifully illustrated, affirming story of life with Two
Dads, written from the perspective of their adopted child. Two Dads is a book about LGBT parents and
adoption. The simple narrative and illustrations depict just how very normal LGBT families are. It is a
funny and tender representation of family life. The book would be a good platform for opening up
conversations about adoption or same sex parenting.
I Love You, Daddy Jillian Harker 2018-10-09 Little Bear is ready for some grown-up adventures - at
least, Daddy Bear thinks so. But they soon discover that Little Bear needs a helping hand. And who can
help out better than Daddy Bear? Read along in this fun and playful story, I Love You, Daddy, written by
Jillian Harker and beautifully illustrated by Kristina Stephenson. I Love You Daddy celebrates the bond
between children and their father with this wonderful story and beautifully illustrated book Hardcover
picture book perfect for special reading time together. This charming story is perfect for your storytime
rotation! Vibrant illustrations and easy-to-read text make this a perfect story for young readers to
practice reading aloud as they get older Great gift for births, showers, Father's Day, birthdays, or any
special day to celebrate father's all year long! The "I Love You" series from Parragon is a wonderful
collection of books. Look for all titles available including Mommy, Daddy, Grandma, and Grandpa to
share in the experience
Do I Have a Daddy? : a Story about a Single-parent Child Warren Lindsay 1991
Why is Dad So Mad? Seth Kastle 2015-03-19 The children's issues picture book Why Is Dad So Mad?
is a story for children in military families whose father battles with combat related Post Traumatic
Stress Disorder (PTSD). After a decade fighting wars on two fronts, tens of thousands of service
members are coming home having trouble adjusting to civilian life; this includes struggling as parents.
Why Is Dad So Mad? Is a narrative story told from a family's point of view (mother and children) of a
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service member who struggles with PTSD and its symptoms. Many service members deal with anger,
forgetfulness, sleepless nights, and nightmares.This book explains these and how they affect Dad. The
moral of the story is that even though Dad gets angry and yells, he still loves his family more than
anything.
Daddy, is that Story True, Or Were You Just Preaching? James W. Moore 2012 Popular author
James W. Moore shares truth-stories that highlight important life lessons.
Daddy, Will You Miss Me? Wendy McCormick 2002-01 A father reassures his son that he will remember
him each day as he leaves for a month long business trip to Africa.
Why Did Daddy End His Life? Why Did He Have to Die? Samantha Pekh 2017-05-22 This book,
which is written for children between the ages of five and twelve years, provides a resource that
parents and caregivers can use to support and guide their children through the difficult process of
suicide bereavement. Explaining suicide is not a task that parents are usually prepared for. Parents and
caregivers often feel lost and overwhelmed at the prospect of having to discuss suicide with their
children. Written from the perspective of a child, this illustrated story provides a fictional character for
children to relate to. The story guides children through the difficult emotions they may feel, but often
find difficult to express. It ends by reassuring children that they can survive the pain of their loss, even
though it currently feels unbearable. Parents and caregivers should read this book with their children.
This book provides a means to explain suicide and suicide bereavement in a way that children can
understand, while also giving children permission to talk openly about their loss. The goal is to increase
the sense of connection between parents and caregivers and their children and to help children feel
understood and supported. In the supplementary parents guide, the author answers some of the
common questions that arise for parents and caregivers, and covers specific examples of how they can
respond to their children when discussing the suicide.
When Daddy Travels Harriet Ziefert 2007 George and Lily are not happy when their father goes away
on a business trip, but telephone calls, e-mail, a calendar, and special activities with their mother help
make the time pass quickly.
You Be Daddy Karla Clark 2021-04-27 A tired daddy lets his son have a turn being the parent at
bedtime in Karla Clark'sYou Be Daddy, a humorously charming companion picture book to You Be
Mommy, featuring illustrations by Steph Lew. Daddy’s too tired to be Daddy tonight. Can you be Daddy
and hug me tight? In this clever, rhyming picture book, a father tells his child that he's simply too tired
to be Daddy tonight and asks his son to take over for him. An utterly relatable theme told with humor
and heart provides a story parents and children will delight in reading together at bedtime.
Where's Daddy? E. M. Makins 2016-08-04 Are you a single parent? Does your child ask about why their
other parent doesn't visit them? Is your ex-partner absent in your child/ren's life? If so, your child will
enjoy reading this book about a young girl named Mary who experiences issues with her absent father.
In the story, her mother explains to her why her father is absent and what she can expect from him in
the future.
Dad By My Side Soosh 2018-05-08 A heartwarming celebration of the special relationship between a
father and daughter from Instagram sensation Soosh. Whether they're playing make-believe, making
you smile, or warding off monsters under the bed, dads are always there when you need them. Debut
picture book artist Soosh celebrates fathers with a gorgeously illustrated and moving story about the
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parent-child bond. When Soosh first posted her initial series of images of a larger-than-life father and
his adorable daughter on Instagram, fans from across the world immediately took notice with over 2
million views on a popular viral content website in a single week. These illustrations now come together
in a universally relatable story of familial love for parents and children to share.
Just Like Daddy Frank Asch 2015-04-14 A rerelease of a classic story by the award-winning creator of
Here Comes the Cat finds Little Bear copying everything his daddy does until a shared family fishing
trip motivates him to catch a big fish just like his mommy. Simultaneous and eBook.
Where Will We Go Today, Daddy? Rosalind Avis 2016 Strengthens relationships & emotional growth
Encourages use of imagination & pretend play Supports comprehension & vocabulary growth A little
imagination can turn a day of chores and errands into a great adventure! Follow this dad and his little
one into the world of make-believe as they climb a mountain, go on safari, and much more. ISBN:
978-1-68052-062-0 7.0"w x 8.0"h 9 story spreads embossed cover with foil
Goodnight, Daddy Angela Seward 2000 Eight-year-old Phoebe looks forward to a visit from her absent
father and must deal with her disappointment when "something comes up" and he must postpone his
visit.
Papadaddy's Book for New Fathers Clyde Edgerton 2013-05-07 "Edgerton is so, so funny. He
captures the rainbows, cheap thrills, and irritating potholes of parenting with splendid
understatement."--Library Journal (Starred Review) After three decades of being a father, Clyde
Edgerton-with four kids ranging in age from six to 30-is supremely qualified to give tips to dads of all
ages. His fathering advice, pre-birth through schooling, involves plenty of his trademark humor, but
also sound guidance enhanced by his training and experience as an educator. Papa Edgerton suggests
that on occasion a father might forego reading and just point to the pictures of dogs and cats in baby
books, and also that he might place a blanket on the lawn, lie on his back with the whole family, and
watch Sky Television. Edgerton's humorous and helpful counsel will guide new parents on interacting
with in-laws and coping with sleep deprivation, while also providing strategies for recovery after you've
cursed in front of a mimicking baby. "If you don't feel apprehensive just before your first child is to
arrive, you are abnormal," writes Edgerton. Yet by way of his experience, observation, and imagination,
he provides caution and pure joy in equal measure.
What Daddy Did Donna Ford 2008-09-04 In this haunting and frank account, Donna Ford, bestselling
author of The Step Child, returns to the horrific abuse she suffered at the hands of her stepmother. As a
tiny girl of five, and for six long years, Donna was physically, mentally and sexually abused. She was
starved, beaten and 'loaned out' to neighbours who raped and molested her ... and throughout her
father stood by and did nothing. When her stepmother finally left the family home, Donna dreamed of a
normal childhood in which she would be taken care of by the man who had, up until this point, failed
her. But it was not to be. By telling the whole story of her Edinburgh childhood, Donna tries to
understand why the man who should have loved her the most - her own father - was the one who
deceived her the most, by continuing to allow men to abuse her. Instead of finding a future of love and
happiness, Donna was once again thrust into a living nightmare of exploitation and betrayal by those
who should have wrapped her up in their love. While this is a true story of appalling child abuse, it is
also a tale of how exhilaration, tenderness and self-development can flourish despite childhood horrors.
We take a journey with Donna to discover the woman she has become: a devoted mother of three and a
talented artist and writer.
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Because Your Daddy Loves You Andrew Clements 2009 When things go wrong during a day at the
beach, like a ball that drifts away or a gooey ice cream mess, a father could do a lot of things but always
picks the loving one.
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